
High-performance  
all-weather speakers with  
a directed soundfield

Utilizing tough, environmentally-resistant materials and state-of-the-
art acoustic design, the AW-5 lets you take Atlantic Technology’s 
famous sound outdoors. 

The advanced design of these speakers deliver detailed, articulate 
sound, for a dramatic listening experience. Each speaker contains a 
5 1/4” MLH (Mineral Loaded Homopolymer) woofer and a 1” liquid-
cooled titanium tweeter that delivers highs beyond the audible range 
and smooth, accurate mid-range frequencies. The sound is genuine 
Atlantic Technology-detailed, powerful, and lifelike.

All the component parts of the AW-5 have been designed for 
durability under harsh conditions: UV and impact resistant cabinets, 
aluminum powder-coated grilles and mounting brackets, and gold-
plated speaker terminals. 
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Mounting Options
The clever, yet simple design of the AW-5’s mounting bracket makes installation in a 
variety of locations a breeze. The speakers can be mounted vertically or horizontally 
on exteriors house walls, deck corner posts, or other secure surfaces. The bracket 
is  notched for easy, one- handed installation. Rust-resistant aluminum grills and 
mounting brackets make these speakers a perfect outdoor solution.

Gold-plated binding post

Specifications
 AW-5
Drivers                 Woofer 5 ¼” (115mm) MLH 
                        Tweeter 1” (25mm) titanium dome 
Frequency Response 60Hz – 20kHz ±3dB 
Nominal Impedance 6 ohms
Crossover Frequency 3.5kHz, 2rd order 
Sensitivity 88dB 
Recommended Power 10 – 150 Watts RMS
Dimensions w/grille 7 ¼” x 10” x 7 ½” 
(W x H x D) 185 x 254 x 191mm
Weight (ea) 5.3 lbs; 2.4 kg 
Finishes Available Black and White

Notched bracket allows for easy  
one-handed installation

The bracket itself allows the speaker to be rotated by more 
than 180 degrees, for the ultimate in placement flexibility.

The speaker cabinet and grille can also be painted 
to perfectly blend in with their surroundings.
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